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Global Positioning Systems

GPS is a general term for the navigation system 

consisting of 24-32 satellites orbiting the Earth, 

broadcasting data that allows users on Earth to 

determine their spatial position

GNSS, Global Navigation Satellite Systems, is another 

more general, recent acronym for these types of 

systems



NAVigation System with Time and Ranging 

NAVSTAR is the GPS satellite constellation created, 

launched, and operated by the US Government



NAVigation System with Time and Ranging 

 1978: First satellite is launched

 1995: Department of Defense (DoD) claimed 

NAVSTAR to be fully functional for civilians

 2002: DoD removed Selective Availability, which 

deliberately corrupted GPS signals to create a 

random error anywhere up to 100m



GLObal NAvigation Satellite System

GLONASS is the GPS satellite constellation created 

and operated by the Russian Government



GLObal NAvigation Satellite System

 1982: First satellite launched

 1995: Fully operational

 Late 1990’s – 2001: System decline, many repairs 

are needed

 2011: Full global coverage is restored – all 24 

satellites are operational after Russia invested in an 

overhaul of the system 



Other GPS systems

 Galileo, developed by European nations

 First satellite was launched in 2011

 Will consist of 24 operational satellites

 Initial services will be available by end of 2016

 Fully up & operational by 2020

 BeiDou, developed by China

 In 2012, 16 satellites were operational providing 

coverage to most of Asia

 By 2020, all 35 satellites should be operational and 

coverage will be global





Where are you?

 Humans use the sun to keep track of time, but how 

we do we keep track of space?

 Making observations of what is around us

 Organize space by the features in that space – we can 

find a feature based on our knowledge of other 

features



Where are you?

 Relative location.  

 Portland is located about 175 miles south of Seattle, 

650 miles north of San Francisco, and 75 miles from the 

Pacific Ocean

VS

 Absolute location.

 45.5231˚ N, 122.6765 ˚ W



Where are you?

 Maps were created to pass around spatial 

information – they use both relative & absolute 

location



Where are you?

 GPS allows us to find a position on Earth using 

satellites in space

 Concept is not too different from using the stars to 

determine location on Earth

 GPS is a method that easily allows us to know 

absolute locations on Earth



Many components are in place – atomic clock, 

satellites, receivers

GPS Components



Atomic clocks

 GPS is based on a system that uses time to 

determine location – how long does it take for a 

signal to reach a receiver from a satellite?

 Atomic clocks are responsible for synchronizing time 

across most of our technology

 Each GPS satellite has multiple atomic clocks that 

contribute to precise time data

 They can determine time with 100 billionths of a 

second! 





Space Satellites

 Fly about 12,550 miles above the earth

 Each satellite circles the Earth 2x day

 Arranged in 6 equally spaced orbital planes 

around the Earth, with 4 satellites on each orbit

 As of June 2016, there were 31 operational 

satellites in NAVSTAR, along with a couple of 

decommissioned ones that stay in orbit





Control Satellites

 Global network of ground stations 

 Tracks space satellites, 

 Monitors transmissions from space satellites, 

 Performs analyses on data, 

 Sends commands & data back



Control Satellites



Control Satellites

 Monitor Stations

 Track space satellites and channel observations back to 

the master control system

 Collect atmospheric data, range/carrier measurements, 

and navigational signals

 Ground Antennas

 Communicate with space satellites for command & 

control

 Send/transmit data uploads, collects telemetry



Receivers



Receivers

 Converts satellite signals into position, velocity, and 

time estimates

 Includes an antenna & processor 

 Accuracy depends largely on the receiver

 10-30m accuracy out of the box for most recreational 

units

 5-10m accuracy for most commercial units

 Post-processing can get improve accuracy



Users



Users



Users

 Plan for data collection & analysis

 Must have an understanding of the technology

 Use GPS & GIS technology to:

 Plan GPS survey

 Collect data

 Download data & base station data

 Correct positions 

 Export data to GIS



So, how does GPS work?



It provides location, right?

WGS 1984 v. NAD 83 v. NAD 27

48.7438798534299-122.46818353793WGS 1984

48.7438798543649-122.46818353793NAD 1983

48.7440490722656-122.46690368652NAD 1927

LatitudeLongitudeDatum



Datums & GPS

 NAVSTAR is based on WGS84, but most GPS units 

can calculate & display coordinates in other datums

 For reference:

 State of Oregon GIS Data uses Oregon Lambert 

projection, based on NAD83 (international ft)

 RLIS uses HARN StatePlane Oregon North projection, 

based on NAD83



How does it determine position?

 Distances to several satellites are calculated from 

measurements of the time it takes for radio waves 

to reach from the satellites (whose positions are 

known precisely), to the receiver

Distance = velocity * time



How does it determine position?

 Distance from one satellite tells us we are located 

somewhere on the surface of an imaginary sphere 

centered on that satellite with a radius of x



How does it determine position?

 Distance measurements from 2 satellites limits our 

location to the intersection of 2 spheres, which is a 

circle



How does it determine position?

 A 3rd measurement narrows our location to just 2 

points on the Earth’s surface



How does it determine position?

 A 4th measurement 

determines which point 

is the true location

 4th satellites sets the 

receiver’s clock, 

providing more 

precision (x,y,z,t)

 Process is called 

TRIANGULATION



Receiving signals

 Most GPS receivers need a minimum of 4 satellites 

in view to start collecting data

 Low-end receivers have only one channel for 

receiving signals from satellites

 High-end receivers can have up to 76 channels!



Not all signals are created equal

 Civilian & Military signals are not equal

 Course acquisition code (c) v. Precision code (m)



Signals – Pseudo random code

 Coarse Acquisition

 Freely available to the public

 Transmitted on L1, L2C, L5C & L1C

 http://www.gps.gov/systems/gps/modernization/civilsignals/

 Precision code

 Designated for military use

 Encrypted to prevent unauthorized use

 Transmitted on the L2 frequency

http://www.gps.gov/systems/gps/modernization/civilsignals/


Signals

Coarse 

acquisition

Precise code

Note frequency differences



Pseudo-random code

 Each satellite sends a unique code, which is 

extremely complex (hence, almost random) so that 

patterns are not linked up at the wrong place on 

the code

Sent by satellite at time x

Received by satellite at time y



Pseudo-random code

 The code has to be generated from each source at 

exactly the same time

 So, the satellites have atomic clocks that keep 

nearly perfect time – but not so on the GPS receiver


